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Abstract

In response to an increasingly competitive environment, a number of heritage visitor attractions (HVAs) have encouraged filming, as well as subsequent film-induced tourism, in order to raise their profile, generate revenue and differentiate themselves from other attractions. However, while film-induced tourism may bring benefits, it can also be problematic, especially at HVAs which have conservation at their core. This paper identifies a variety of challenges that film-induced tourism has created at Rosslyn Chapel and Alnwick Castle, both UK-based HVAs popular among film-induced tourists. The findings show that film-induced tourism resulted in a number of challenges at both sites not solely related to an increase in visitor numbers but also changes in visitor profile and behavior. Film-induced tourism at both sites has not only influenced visitors’ expectations but also preferences for heritage interpretation resulting in management tensions. This paper concludes with a discussion of possible heritage management responses to these challenges.
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**Introduction**

Heritage Visitor Attractions (HVAs) encompass a variety of natural, architectural, social, cultural and educational resources (Connell, Page & Meyer, 2015) and play a significant part not only in the conservation process (Leask, 2008) but also in the engagement of visitors with a destination (Connell, et al. 2015; Leask, 2010). However, the philosophies, missions and products available at each HVA differ significantly from one another due to the individual nature of their resources (Leask, 2008; Leask, Fyall & Garrod, 2013b). Their role and purpose vary depending upon the destination’s context, ownership, stakeholders and level of revenue streams (Leask, 2008).

HVAs, and especially built heritage sites, are difficult to manage as visitors to those sites, instead of consuming physical products, consume an experience (Alexander, Bryce & Murdy, 2016). This experience, along with visitors’ own prior knowledge and exposure to these sites across a variety of sources, including popular media products such as films, informs the meanings that visitors attach to these places. Therefore, HVAs are also a multifaceted social constructs (Chronis, 2008) and are “privileged objects of tourist pilgrimages” (Mazierska & Walton, 2006, p. 5), where visitors can, somewhat similar to television and film viewers (Davin, 2005), travel backwards in time (Mazierska & Walton, 2006), and, in the case of film tourists, explore the blurred boundaries between history and fiction. Importantly, in the context of film-induced tourism at HVAs, existing management complexities might be further exacerbated by the popularization of a site through its exposure in popular media products.
A rich body of knowledge on film-induced tourism has been produced over the past three decades and this knowledge production has drawn on a wide range of disciplines and fields of studies (e.g. see Beeton, 2001, 2005, 2010; Busby & Klug 2001; Buchmann, More & Fisher 2010; Connell, 2005, 2012; Connell & Meyer, 2009; Croy & Buchmann, 2009; Hudson & Ritchie, 2006; Kim, 2012; Macionis, 2004; Macionis & Spark, 2009; Riley, Baker & Van Doren, 1998; Rittichainuwa & Rattanaphinanchai, 2015; Tooke & Baker, 1998; Carl Kindon & Smith, 2007; Couldry & McCarthy, 2004; Hao & Ryan, 2013; Jewell & McKinnon, 2008; Martin-Jones 2014; Zimmermann, 2007). Despite the richness of, and interest in, film-induced tourism from scholars approaching the topic through a variety of different (inter-)disciplinary lenses, a number of themes remain under-researched. Key amongst these is the theme of HVA management challenges within the context of film-induced tourism. Namely, although management challenges at HVAs have been explored by a number of scholars (e.g. see Carter & Grimwade, 1997; Darlow, Essex & Brayshay 2012; Fyall & Garrod, 1998; Fyall & Rakić, 2006; Garrod Fyall Leask & Reid, 2012; Irimiás, 2014; Leask, 2010; Nicholas & Thapa, 2013), there is a lack of research which has explicitly explored management challenges HVAs face as a consequence of film-induced tourism.

This article therefore aims to address this gap and explore the complex relationship between heritage management and film-induced tourism, with a particular focus on management challenges at two built HVAs that were further popularized through their representation in media products. The article commences with an overview of management challenges at HVAs in general, including the complex relationship between tourism and heritage management, revenue generation, and visitor access, as well as conservation and issues of heritage interpretation. The debate then moves
onto the discussion of film-induced tourism at HVAs, followed by an overview of the methodological approach and methods, and a discussion of the key findings in relation to management challenges at Rosslyn Chapel and Alnwick Castle. The article concludes with a discussion surrounding the implications of the findings for film-induced tourism related heritage management practices.

Literature Review

The complex relationship between tourism and heritage management

The increasing recognition of the need to adopt a more commercial outlook in the management of HVAs has resulted in a number of concerns in many UK and international HVAs. Namely, not only face external and internal operating issues, but also have to deal with a number of heritage management challenges specific to the sector (Garrod & Fyall, 2000; Leask Fyall & Garrod, 2013b). A close relationship between tourism and heritage is one of the complexities of management at various international HVAs. Such a complex relation may result in a wide range of concerns such as exploitation of facilities rather than the preservation and conservation of heritage sites (Ahmad 2013; Garrod & Fyall, 2000; Ho & McKercher, 2004; Wang & Bramwell, 2012). Differing stakeholders’ views may be one of the factors leading to the conflict (Aas Ladkin & Fletcher, 2005; Imran, Alam & Beaumont, 2014; Leask, 2010; Wilkes & Richards, 2008).

A further complexity lies in the fundamental differences between developmental aims of tourism and heritage preservation (Zhang, Fyall & Zheng, 2015). However, although tourism development raises heritage management concerns, it can also be seen as an important justification of, and basis for, the preservation of heritage resources (Hall, 2001; Prideaux & Kininmont, 1999; Fyall & Rakić, 2006; Rakić, 2008; Wang & Bramwell, 2012; Zhang et al., 2015). Managers' lack of understanding
of this relationship between tourism and heritage, in instances in which this occurs, can represent a significant problem in that heritage managers might not realize that there is a need to both protect the actual heritage site and operate as a visitor attraction (Croft, 1994; Darlow et al., 2012). In order to avoid conflicts and achieve balance, the relationship between tourism, heritage conservation and stakeholders should be based on maturity, knowledge and willingness to support heritage resources (Wang & Bramwell, 2012).

**Revenue generation and the commercial imperative**

Over the last two decades, HVAs have been facing a decrease in public funding whilst concurrently dealing with the ever-increasing variety and number of emerging commercial leisure attractions competing in the market (Leighton, 2007; Leask et al., 2013b). Thus, the competitive, diverse and often over-supplied marketplace in which HVAs operate, combined with a decrease in public funding, has forced HVA managers to become increasingly open to exploring alternative revenue streams, including dynamic pricing strategies, retail and catering services, on and off site events, and entertainment activities (Leask, 2008; Leighton, 2007; Leask et al., 2013b). Therefore, finding additional, and commercially beneficial, ways to engage visitors through diverse and innovative, rather than traditional products has also become a significant aspect of the heritage management agenda (Leask, 2010; Leask, Barron & Fyall, 2013a; Taheri, Jafari & O'Gorman, 2014).

Such activities, while increasing revenue streams, have been regarded somewhat negatively by some managers of HVAs (Garrod, Leask & Fyall, 2007; Leask, 2008). This is because some of the possible visitor-oriented approaches and commercial activities may not always be appropriate, or might in some cases clash with existing conservation and preservation strategies (Leighton, 2007). This reluctance to
commercialize HVA operations originates from the concept that heritage sites differ significantly from general visitor attractions in their aims, objectives, management practices and approaches. Therefore, the application of revenue management systems at such sites can be challenging (Garrod & Fyall, 2000; Leask et al., 2002).

**Visitor access, conservation and protection of resources**

Finding the balance between visitor access, conservation and the protection of resources is an additional ongoing dilemma that managers of HVAs need to face (Carter & Grimwade, 1997; Leask, 2010; Li Wu & Cai, 2008; Timothy & Boyd, 2003), a dilemma which often includes a concern about commodification (Bunten 2008; Fyall & Rakić, 2006; Halewood & Hannam, 2001; Ho & McKercher, 2004). As a means of protecting conservation, some managers restrict access to heritage resources where excess visitor numbers may result in overcrowding or cause damage (Austin, 2002; Mason, 2005; Santana-Jiménez & Hernández, 2011). Indeed, some managers at HVAs with a strictly curatorial imperative consider themselves more as guardians of heritage, rather than providers of access to heritage, consequently concluding that “public access is not a prominent part of management consideration” (Garrod & Fyall, 2000, p. 684). This has been found to be a more common concern at religious sites, where visitor access might need to be limited because of the impact it might cause (Olsen, 2006; Shackley, 2009; Yeh Aliana & Zhang, 2012; Wong, McIntosh & Ryan, 2016).

The dangers associated with increasing visitor numbers and the focus on preservation has created a conservative approach to the management of HVAs. This, in turn, has resulted in a lack of willingness by some managers to embrace change and take into account a site’s contemporary purpose (Grimwade & Carter, 2000; Smith 1999; Timothy & Boyd, 2006) along with visitors’ changing, diversifying
expectations and demographics (Leask et al., 2013a; Massara & Severino, 2013; Sheng & Chen, 2012). Carter and Grimwade (1997) argue that restricting access provides only a temporary solution to the issue of access and conservation. The challenge lies not in the restriction of visitor access but in maintaining HVA accessibility in a manner that sustains and protects their significance and, where appropriate, enhances their value (Negi, 2012). That said, many HVAs were not originally built to accommodate large volumes of visitors (Garrod, 2008). As a result, during the peak tourist season overcrowding and overuse of resources (Pegg, Patterson & Gariddeno, 2012) can occur. However, overcrowding is brought into sharp relief when one considers the significant seasonal fluctuations experienced by many HVAs, which results in significant visitor numbers during the peak tourist season and the overuse of resources and their partial, or even complete, shutdown in the low season (Connell et al., 2015).

**Interpretation at HVAs**

Heritage interpretation, although an integral part of management at HVAs, also poses a number of challenges (Chen & Chen, 2010; Daengbuppha Hemmington & Wilkes, 2006; Hughes Bond & Ballantyne, 2013; Moscardo & Ballantyne, 2008; Poria Biran & Reichel, 2009). Managing HVAs of multiple use, to which a variety of different meanings are usually attached by visitors (Ashworth, 2009) is one of the key challenges for heritage interpretation (Bell, 2012; Poria et al., 2009). Managers of such sites need to balance different values as well as differing priorities and interests and, at the same time, fulfill their visitors’ needs and expectations (Bell, 2012). The variety of meanings and prior expectations that different visitors ascribe to HVAs may also, to some extent, affect their preferences and use of interpretation methods. This could, in turn, inform management decisions on what messages they
should convey (Austin, 2002; Herbert, 2001; Poria et al., 2009). However, the interpretation at HVAs often concentrates on one perspective and is based on a monolithic narrative (Poria et al., 2009). Thus, given the multifaceted nature of HVAs and the tensions between preservation and tourism, issues relating to revenue generation, seasonality and interpretation can come to the fore. Managers of HVAs need to become more aware of the wide variety of challenges that they may face, including the multitude of meanings visitors attach to HVAs and their changing expectations which, as this article will demonstrate, are highlighted in situations where HVAs are further popularized through film and media products.

**Film-induced tourism and heritage visitor attractions (HVAs)**

Media products, such as films, have increasingly determined the way heritage is being reproduced, marketed and sold, with a particularly selective set of messages being conveyed (Caton & Santos, 2007). According to Dann (1994), visual images that are employed to advertise, represent and construct heritage experiences are related to cultural symbols and used to promote an uncomplicated past, which is more closely related to entertainment and leisure than to the history of that particular HVA. A selective approach to the past and preferences for particular interpretations are being practised in order to make heritage more attractive for contemporary consumption (Lowenthal, 1985).

Film-induced tourism can be seen as a dimension of pop culture tourism (Gyimóthy, Lundberg, Lindström, Lexhagen & Larson, 2015; Larson, Lundberg & Lexhagen, 2013) and, in the cases where a film induces visitation to a heritage site, it can also be regarded as a form of heritage tourism (Hoppen, Brown & Fyall, 2014; Martin-Jones, 2014). This is mainly because popular media, together with the postmodern lifestyle and the increased use of the internet, new technologies and a variety of
different media types, makes the past and heritage omnipresent and widely accessible for people’s consumption (Butler 2011; Månsson, 2011). The combination of these factors has resulted in the popularity of a number of HVAs increasing as a consequence of being featured in different films. Winter (2002, p. 335), for example, revealed an important issue based on a case study of Angkor and its representation in Tomb Raider, stating that the problem lies in the “the contradiction between ideas of heritage as an imaginary vision of Angkor’s management and the reduction of Angkor to a culturally and historically disembedded spectacle”. Schofield (1996), on the other hand, in his research regarding alternative heritage tourism in Manchester and its cinematographic images, demonstrated how media products, such as films, can inspire new form of tourism to emerge. Frost (2006), in contrast, examined the historic film Ned Kelly and its impact on heritage tourism in north-eastern Victoria. Issues explored included the recognition of the importance of historic films in the development of heritage tourism, balanced with the requirement for maintaining the authenticity of sites. Pan and Ryan (2011) conducted research in Hong Kong on Wing Lee Street, the setting of an award-winning film Echoes of the Rainbow, which demonstrated how media shaped the agenda in terms of conservation, as well as the process by which the film created a heightened awareness of the heritage values of this location in Hong Kong.

Management challenges at HVAs are, thus, often created as a result of allowing visitor access to heritage resources in the first place and these challenges can then be further exacerbated by a dramatic increase in visitor numbers, which can, at some HVAs, be the consequence of film-induced tourism. Simultaneously, however, a deeper understanding of visitor experience and expectations at HVAs popular among film-induced tourists is likely to assist in the development of appropriate
tourism products, interpretation methods and management strategies, which will contribute to protecting the heritage resources and also engage a wide range of visitors. This research therefore aims to contribute to knowledge through the development of a deeper understanding of the complex relationship between heritage management and film-induced tourism. Specifically, this study aims to identify tensions between preservation and tourism at two HVAs popular among film-induced tourists and thus identify management challenges brought about by the impact of film induced tourism.

**Research Methodology**

While heritage management and interpretation studies have, in the main, relied on quantitative or mixed methods (e.g. see Beeho & Prentice, 1997; Moscardo, 1996; Poria *et al.*, 2009), qualitative approaches are increasingly being seen as both useful and necessary in the context of research projects which either incorporate a focus on the complexities of visitors’ experiences (Ryan, 2000) or happen to be interdisciplinary heritage management studies (Connell & Lowe, 1997). In addition to addressing the gap in the existing literature, this study with its qualitative approach, further contributes to methodological plurality within heritage management studies.

Underpinned by a constructivist paradigm, the primary research was conducted by the lead author in July and August 2013 and incorporated a range of qualitative methods, ranging from semi-structured face-to-face interviews with managers, guides and visitors at Rosslyn Chapel and Alnwick Castle, to observation sessions. These two sites were particularly suitable as both were (built) HVAs which have experienced the phenomenon of film-induced tourism. In addition, these were also represented in media products in two different ways. Rosslyn Chapel, a working church, is mentioned as a real place associated with *The Da Vinci Code* book and
film, whereas Alnwick Castle, home to the Percy family, served as a backdrop for the two first *Harry Potter* films, where it played a fictional role as Hogwarts.

The sites were motivated to be involved in film-induced tourism for different reasons, with Alnwick Castle primarily looking to develop new products to attract new audiences and generate increased visitor income, while Rosslyn Chapel was more motivated by the opportunity to raise funds for ongoing conservation work and a desire to maintain the authentic representation of the site in the film. The choice of two significantly different HVAs allowed for the identification and better understanding of various heritage management challenges and issues linked to film-induced tourism at HVAs in general.

Based on theoretical sampling, at Rosslyn Chapel interviews were conducted with a Director, two managers (the Interpretation Manager and the Visitor Services Manager), and four guides. At Alnwick Castle, interviews were conducted with the Director, three managers (the Marketing Manager, the Interpretation Manager, and the Visitor Services Manager), and three guides. These particular participants (managers and guides) were purposively selected due to their knowledge of the sites, heritage management, and interpretation issues, as well as their professional experience of working at HVAs. The selection of participants for interviews with visitors, which focused on their experiences and preferences for heritage interpretation, was based on convenience sampling. The interviews with visitors were conducted over a three-week period, during July and August 2013, on the grounds of Rosslyn Chapel and Alnwick Castle and were conducted at different times of the day in order to gain the broadest range of data by interviewing different types of visitors. Altogether, twenty-three interviews, with both domestic and international visitors, were conducted at Rosslyn Chapel and thirty at Alnwick Castle.
All interviews were audio recorded and conducted in a conversational style. Although pre-designed themes were used as a guide for these semi-structured interviews, the interviews were very flexible in that questions were not asked in any particular order and allowed for significant flexibility. This created a relaxed environment, encouraging interviewees to go into greater detail about the issues under investigation, and allowed the lead author to receive “verbal accounts of social realities” (Fox, Edwards & Wilkes, 2010, p. 76).

Interview transcripts were analyzed using an inductively-conducted thematic analysis, within which the themes emerged from the actual data. The lead author looked for patterns, themes and categories – constantly moving backwards and forwards between the entire data set, while simultaneously discussing the emerging themes with the co-authors. This was supported through noting ideas and coding schemes throughout the process of analysis (see also Braun & Clarke, 2006), as well as reflection on the essential themes (Hayllar & Griffin, 2005). The final stages of collaborative writing represented a continuation of analysis and involved, as can be seen in the discussion of findings below, also some contextualization of data (Denzin, 1989 cited in Hayllar & Griffin, 2005).

**Findings and Discussion**

Management at both HVAs recognized the importance of tourism as a means of contributing to and supporting their valuable heritage product. Both HVAs made a conscious decision to become involved in filming, as they believed that this might generate additional revenue for conservation purposes and the overall improvement of the sites. Given that both the Da Vinci Code and the Harry Potter franchise were exceptionally popular, management at both sites could have predicted significant impacts from subsequent film-induced tourism. The findings discussed below explore
the management challenges brought about by the film-induced tourism and the methods with which the management of both HVAs responded to these.

**An increase in visitor numbers**

Both Rosslyn Chapel and Alnwick Castle experienced a significant increase in visitor numbers immediately after their exposure in media products caused them to become recognisable as film locations. Before its inclusion in *The Da Vinci Code* Rosslyn Chapel was a relatively unknown heritage site with approximately 30,000 visitors a year (Rosslyn Chapel Trust 2015). After the book was published, visitor numbers increased to 140,000 per year and then to 176,000 in the year of the film’s release (*ibid.*). This exposure made Rosslyn Chapel a popular heritage visitor attraction not only from a regional and national perspective, but also on an international basis. Similarly, since Alnwick Castle’s exposure in the *Harry Potter* films, visitor numbers increased significantly from 60,000 in 2001 to 300,000 in 2003 (Director of Alnwick Castle 2013).

The increase in visitor numbers at Rosslyn Chapel was first triggered by the publication of *The Da Vinci Code* book, due to the naming of the Chapel in the original text. The release of the film further increased the interest in the Chapel and this had a subsequent impact on visitor numbers. The experience at Alnwick Castle was different to that of Rosslyn Chapel, as the *Harry Potter* books did not influence visitor numbers and it was only after the first film’s release – together with a marketing campaign that made the connection with Alnwick Castle, highlighting that the Castle served as Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry – that visitor numbers rose. Thus, whilst both HVAs experienced film-induced tourism, one
(Rosslyn Chapel) played an integral element in the story, whilst the other (Alnwick Castle) was used merely as a backdrop.

Visitor numbers at both sites reduced a few years after the films’ initial release, although they remain much higher than before the films and data shows that Roslyn Chapel currently receives 160,255 visitors a year (Rosslyn Chapel Trust, 2015). Visitor numbers at Alnwick Castle have also decreased from 300,000 to 250,000, although in 2014 visitor numbers increased again up to 280,000 and current visitor numbers are approximately 294,000 (Alnwick Castle Management, Personal Communication). Such an increase might be a result of a combination of the final Harry Potter release, and the recent TV series, Downton Abbey, which was also filmed at the Castle, and the development of a new exhibition based on this popular TV series at the site.

According to the Director of Alnwick Castle, even though the Castle featured in only the first two Harry Potter films, visitor volume increased again slightly with the release of each subsequent Harry Potter film. This enduring effect at Alnwick Castle was also related to the development of new interpretation methods, which reinforced the connection between the Harry Potter films and the site. However, such an overt connection to The Da Vinci Code was not made at Rosslyn Chapel, and visitor numbers nonetheless remain high. The management at Alnwick Castle made a conscious decision to undertake a significant marketing campaign to make and maintain the connection with the Harry Potter films, making people aware of the connection and, thus, boosting tourism at the site. Rosslyn Chapel, on the other hand, did not have to employ any marketing tools, as the book itself, and then the film, raised people’s awareness of the site.
At Rosslyn Chapel film-induced tourism created significant seasonality patterns, and subsequent management challenges, with very high visitor numbers during the summer months and low numbers during the winter months. Alnwick Castle, where the larger site may mean that higher numbers of visitors are easier to manage, does not experience such seasonality patterns. It also operates as a visitor attraction for only seven months of the year. Although Rosslyn Chapel is open all year round, the high season at the site lasts four to five months with significant overcrowding problems during the months of July and August.

A key issue at Rosslyn Chapel was overcrowding which led to exceeded carrying capacity and put pressure on fragile resources. The lack of management techniques for handling increased visitor numbers and consequent issues, such as overcrowding, has been emphasized in the literature on heritage management (Cochrane & Tapper, 2008; Garrod et al., 2008; Shackley, 1999). Overcrowding at Rosslyn Chapel also affected the site’s atmosphere and visitors’ experiences. For example, many visitors commented that they did not expect to see so many other people or did not expect the Chapel would become so popular among film-induced tourists. Some suggested that the site lost its meaning(s) due to the high number of visitors. This relationship between overcrowding and visitors’ experience often most visible at religious HVAs and less apparent at other HVAs (Leask & Yeoman, 1999; Shackley 2009), was also noted by a number of authors (e.g. see du Cros, 2008; Fyall & Garrod, 1998; Yeh et al., 2012). This is consistent with findings contained in this paper, as overcrowding – and its impact on visitors’ experience of the atmosphere and sense of place – was recognized almost exclusively at Rosslyn Chapel, which is a working church.

*Changes in visitor profile*
Following their exposure in film, both HVAs experienced changes in visitor profile which in turn created specific management challenges. In both cases, such changes were perceived as mainly positive, as the films encouraged a wide range of domestic and international visitors and created a new type of visitor who would not normally be interested in visiting heritage sites. This phenomenon is discussed in the film-induced tourism literature, within which some studies highlight the risk that a film may encourage mainly film-induced tourists, replacing traditional visitors, and that this change may not necessarily be socially acceptable at sites of historic value (Beeton, 2001, 2004). A similar phenomenon was seen at Rosslyn Chapel and Alnwick Castle, where, for example some visitors, who might not otherwise be drawn to regularly visit heritage sites had been specifically attracted to visit as a consequence of the films. It was found that these visitors, did not necessarily always appreciate these HVAs as sites with historic value and significance, and often associated the site primarily, or wholly, with the films.

However, this change in visitor profile highlights the fact that some film-induced tourists may not necessarily take into account or consider the fact that they are visiting a valuable historic site with fragile, irreplaceable resources and, and it was found that, on some occasions, might behave in an inappropriate manner. This kind of behavior was more evident at Rosslyn Chapel, where visitors would behave in a manner that demonstrated little respect for the Chapel as a working church. This indicates that there seems to be a significant difference between religious and non-religious sites, and reinforces the existing view that inappropriate visitor behavior and tourism activities are most challenging at religious sites (Leask & Yeoman, 1999; Shackley, 2009). This change in visitor profile then, presents a range of challenges that demand management to recognize the expansion of visitor types, understand
that certain groups of visitors may have little or no interest in, or experience of, visiting HVAs, and that specific challenges occur in sites of religious value.

**Impact of film related expectations on heritage interpretation**

This study has not only confirmed existing claims that film-induced tourism may influence visitors’ expectations of a place (e.g. see Beeton, 2005; Connell, 2009 2012; Kim, 2012), but has also taken the discussion further by exploring film-induced tourism’s impact on heritage interpretation and its influence on visitor expectations. Indeed, as highlighted by managers and guides at both sites, one of the key heritage interpretation challenges is related to visitors’ expectations resulting from media exposure. For example, when asked about challenges of heritage interpretation, the Director of Rosslyn Chapel commented:

> I think part of it [the Chapel’s representation in *The Da Vinci Code*] I would say is expectation, which may not be right. Partially in terms of the story is a book of fiction, is a story, and some people don’t see it necessarily as a story. (Director of Rosslyn Chapel, July, 2013)

Interviews with visitors at both sites confirmed that their expectations were, in some cases, derived from *The Da Vinci Code* at Rosslyn Chapel and the *Harry Potter* films at Alnwick Castle. The quotes in the following paragraph from visitor interviews include a number of references either to the book or film, demonstrating that they created a number of new, and sometimes unrealistic, expectations in the visitors’ minds which, as highlighted by managers, become to some extent problematic for heritage interpretation management. For example, some visitors to Alnwick Castle believed that they would see the interior of Hogwarts inside Alnwick Castle, when, in fact, Alnwick Castle’s interiors were never used in any of the scenes featuring the
interior of Hogwarts. Indeed the Marketing Manager at Alnwick Castle commented on this particular issue, saying that:

If it is not explained to people that the Castle was only used for exterior filming, people may come in to the Castle and expect it. I have heard a visitor saying, “I came in and expected to see the Great Hall from Hogwarts” and, of course, that wasn’t here, that was in a studio. So I think some people, when they go inside, are surprised that it doesn’t look like Hogwarts on the inside but it’s difficult to manage those expectations. (Marketing Manager at Alnwick Castle, August, 2013)

When talking to visitors, it became apparent that although most of them did not necessarily seek, or expect to see, *Harry Potter* images inside the state rooms, there were some visitors who, as mentioned by the director, believed the state rooms would resemble Hogwarts. Indeed, despite knowing that Alnwick Castle was one of many locations that served as Hogwarts, Benjamin and his son Ezra still enthusiastically anticipated seeing the interior of the Castle, expecting to see Hogwarts.
**Benjamin (mid-forties, from Israel):** Actually there are some scenes from the movie that I expect to see still inside […] hopefully we will get to see some of the rooms, some of the settings for the movie, but it is also the beauty of the Castle regardless of the movie.

**Ezra (early-twenties, from Israel):** In the movie you don’t get to see that much of the outside of the Castle, there is more inside.

**Benjamin:** I think some of the movies were actually not filmed here, they were filmed in other places. Before the kids walk inside they can’t know which part of the movie was filmed here.

**Ezra:** I think when we go inside it will be easier to recognize it.

In the case of Rosslyn Chapel, both *The Da Vinci Code* book and the film described the Chapel as a very peaceful and quiet place. Some of the typical comments from the visitors include those of Joan and Maria (see below), both of whom refer to their pre-visit imagination of the site in this light.

**Joan (mid-forties, from the USA):** I thought there would be fewer people, I kind of assumed that it would be a smaller one-to-one tour. I didn’t expect to walk in and have probably a hundred people sitting there.
Maria (early fifties, from Venezuela): Well, I knew it was a Chapel so I assumed it would be quite small, but I didn't think there would be so many people here. Even though I knew it was a tourist place, tourist attraction, I didn't expect to see so many people [...] I don't know why [...] It could be that I was influenced by the film and imagined it would be very peaceful here. I think that it somehow loses its meaning because of that.

Other visitors were negatively surprised by the presence of the new visitor center, through which visitors now need to go in order to reach the actual Chapel:

David (mid-fifties, from Shetland): The visitor centre is a slight distraction for me [...] I would have preferred to come here through that little gate over there. I would have preferred the place as it was before *The Da Vinci Code*. It is a pity that it is not the same anymore. It is a pity that you can't go through that little gate instead of through the visitor centre.

Entering the Chapel through a modern building does not match the pre-visitation imagination of many, especially given that the description in the book and the aerial shot of Rosslyn Chapel seen in the film does not mention nor depict anything similar to the contemporary construction currently attached to the Chapel.

**Balancing management tensions and visitor expectations**

The impact of the films on visitor expectations was recognized by management at both HVAs to be a significant management challenge. As the representation of Rosslyn Chapel and Alnwick Castle influenced visitors’ expectations, this resulted in changes to heritage interpretation. For example, since Rosslyn Chapel featured in
*The Da Vinci Code* and visitor numbers increased significantly the guided tours were shortened by 20 minutes, which, according to guides, affected the visitor experience. However, in recognition of visitors’ expectations, guides at Rosslyn Chapel also started incorporating elements of *The Da Vinci Code* in their talks, as exemplified in the quote below:

> During the tour I always talk about *The Da Vinci Code* and I talk about how they went about filming the place [...] Very often what I’m trying to do is to give a little bit of something for everyone, and that of course includes talking about The Da Vinci Code because it’s the main thing that brought people here recently in the last few years. There is no getting away from that fact, we know that from the visitor numbers and I enjoy talking about that because it brings a smile to people’s faces. They [visitors] recognise it and say “Yeah, The Da Vinci Code, of course!” (Tom, guide at Rosslyn Chapel, July, 2013)

A similar situation was evident at Alnwick Castle where the Harry Potter films and their consequent influence on visitors’ expectations affected the historical guided tour, which was initially based exclusively on the history of the Castle. After the site’s exposure in Harry Potter, visitors on the historical guided tours were said to be more interested in learning about the ‘magical’ narratives of the Castle, derived from the Harry Potter films, rather than the historical narratives. Thus, historical guides were, to some extent, forced to embed the fictional elements of Harry Potter into the historical guided tours. Ela, an Alnwick Castle guide, stated that:
I’ve started adding bits of Harry Potter because a lot of people who come still do want to know about it, so that’s why I like mentioning where they filmed. I try to talk about two famous Harrys, Harry Hotspur and Harry Potter and try to mix it for fun. When people come, as much as they might want to know about the history, they also want to have fun. That’s why I’m trying to talk about it. (Ela, historical guide at Alnwick Castle, August, 2013)

Indeed, according to the Heritage Interpretation Manager at Alnwick Castle, existing heritage interpretation had to be expanded and modified to include Harry Potter in the overall offering; otherwise, the site would have very quickly lost visitors who visit due to the *Harry Potter* connection. The Interpretation Manager commented:

I think if Alnwick hadn’t changed what it gave to the visitors’ overall offer, then I think visitors would have gone… Visitors, you know, they are quite picky about what they do. (Interpretation Manager, August, 2013)

Consequently, elements of *Harry Potter* have been incorporated into the historical overview of the castle and *Harry Potter* has now become an integral part of the ‘stories’ about the Castle. This inclusion has been formalised and a range of other forms of interpretation have been developed by management that are inspired by the Harry Potter films, such as Potter-inspired characters, the Battleaxe to Broomstick Tour, and broomstick training. In addition, the management have refocused the brochures describing Alnwick Castle, from the original image of the historical Harry Hotspur to take advantage of the Harry Potter characters (see Figure 1). The use of Alnwick Castle in the *Harry Potter* films was also included in the
overall historical timeline, which is presented on the main wall of the exterior of the Castle.

[Please insert Figure 1 here]

The representation of both sites in media products, and the subsequent changes made to heritage interpretation, created management challenges related to commodification. For example, managers at Rosslyn Chapel, although aware of visitors’ expectations derived from media exposure, faced a significant dilemma as to whether such an association with *The Da Vinci Code* should be made in the overall heritage interpretation. Given that the Chapel is a church and a significant heritage site, they decided to keep information related to *The Da Vinci Code* to a minimum, as they were concerned that larger volume of this content might inappropriately diminish the overall historical significance of the Chapel and could lead to its commodification. Simultaneously, both the management and the guides were not aiming to devalue ideas derived from the film or the book, but rather to show the visitors that Rosslyn Chapel is more than a movie set.

Therefore, achieving a balance between historical and fictional narratives while at the same time meeting visitors’ expectations has become a major management concern at Alnwick Castle. Indeed, the marketing manager stated that one of the most challenging issues is to satisfy visitors’ various expectations and achieve a balance between the history of the Castle and the new Harry Potter related meaning(s) of the Castle. Resultantly, the managers at Alnwick Castle developed interpretation based on the fictional world of Harry Potter, rather than solely on the Castle’s history. However, the managers had a difficulty in achieving the ideal balance so as not to overshadow the site’s historical significance, while meeting visitors’ diverse expectations. Furthermore, there was also a risk that the traditional
visitors, interested in the site’s history, might become alienated and possibly also replaced by an audience predominantly seeking the fictional connections of the site with the films.

**Conclusion and Implications**

This article addressed issues relating to the under-researched area of heritage management challenges at HVAs popular among film-induced tourists. The findings demonstrate a significant shift in terms of management aims and objectives, from traditional, based mainly on conservation and education, to more contemporary, which include a consideration of visitors’ expectations and experiences. In addition, the findings also support some of the previous studies, suggesting that there is still a lack of understanding among managers of HVAs of the various types of impact that film-induced tourism may have. However, as this article has demonstrated, when effectively managed, film-induced tourism at HVAs can create opportunities for revenue generation through the development of new tourism products, marketing activities, and heritage interpretation methods and thus contribute to the preservation of heritage resources.

One of the challenges associated with film-induced tourism at HVAs, as far as these two sites were concerned, was related to a long-term increase in visitor numbers, with the influx placing sudden and unpredictable pressure on the resources available. In common with other HVAs that have been involved in filming activity on-site, the sites found there to be a surge in visitor numbers immediately following the release of films, without sufficient time to predict and plan appropriate mechanisms to maintain the integrity of the site features and visitor experience. However, tensions caused in the initial post-release stage tend to be resolved once the sites
developed clearer understanding of their new visitor profile and interests, allowing them to develop appropriate management solutions that have enhanced the additional revenue generation opportunities alongside provision of relevant interpretation and resource management tools.

As this article has argued, there are also differences, in this case between a site used as a backdrop and a site that formed an integral part of a film’s story. Although based on insights from two HVAs, these findings nonetheless have significant implications, in terms of film choice, for managers who aspire for their HVA to feature in a film. As shown in this article, when an HVA serves solely as a backdrop for a fictional location it may require additional funds for marketing activities to reinforce the connection between the site and the film.

Although the change in visitor profile was another challenge identified at both HVAs included in this study, it affected Rosslyn Chapel more, most likely due to the fact that unlike Alnwick Castle, Rosslyn Chapel is a working church. Therefore some visitor behaviors were perceived as problematic by the management, thus emphasizing once again the individual nature of HVAs and the need for techniques and tools appropriate to each site.

Interestingly, while this article reinforced arguments made in the literature relating to the fact that film-induced tourism influences visitors’ expectations (Beeton, 2005; Connell, 2012; Kim, 2012), it also revealed the significant impact of film-induced tourism on visitors’ preferences for heritage interpretation available on site, with a number of visitors at both sites looking for interpretation associated with the films. In responding to the film-induced tourism phenomenon, as well as film-induced tourists’ expectations, managers at both Rosslyn Chapel and Alnwick Castle used
interpretation as their main management technique. Consequently however, achieving a balance between the historical and fictional content relating to the films, and at the same time meeting visitors’ expectations, became a major management concern. In other words, film-induced tourists’ expectations for media related content within interpretation inevitably created a tension between the meanings attached to the history of these HVAs and the contemporary media-induced meaning(s) resulting from their exposure in these films and books. Thus, a clear challenge of managing HVAs that have featured in popular media products is to balance film tourists’ expectations, derived from films and other media products, with the authenticity of the sites, in a consistent and planned manner that is relevant to the site’s resources and visitors.

Managers at both sites have developed a number of strategies in response to the film-induced tourism related challenges resulting from the sites’ exposure in media products. The main strategy after the exposure of Rosslyn Chapel and Alnwick Castle in media products, and the consequent issues and challenges resulting from film-induced tourism activities, was via the use of heritage interpretation. That said, the two sites employed slightly different approaches. Rosslyn Chapel kept the interpretation based on *The Da Vinci Code* to a minimum, and managers also developed additional heritage interpretation methods unrelated to the book or the film. Alnwick Castle, on the other hand, developed additional interpretation specifically inspired by the Harry Potter films. In addition, the Castle has also strengthened the historical narratives by the employment of heritage interpretation based solely on the history of the Castle. Some of the strategies employed by the managers at both sites were the same, for example, both sites improved the existing facilities and interpretation methods, as well as using heritage interpretation as a
management tool to manage issues related to high visitor numbers. Interestingly, both sites also used guided tours as a tool to manage visitor expectations and provide enriched experiences for visitors, whilst maintaining the integrity of the site. This article has contributed to the identification and increased understanding of heritage management challenges at HVAs popular among film tourists. The findings at Rosslyn Chapel and Alnwick Castle provided an insight into interpretation challenges as well as highlighted the value of heritage interpretation as a management tool which can be of central importance in further improving visitor experiences at HVAs that have become popular film locations. That said, while the some of the management techniques discussed in this article are likely to prove valuable for other HVAs at which film-induced tourism takes place, prior to adapting some of these techniques, managers of other HVAs popular among film-induced tourists would ideally first need take into account the individual nature of their site, including its original purpose, current use, stakeholders and the resources available. Incorporating media product related narratives within heritage interpretation, although valuable in some cases, may not always be appropriate especially in cases in which the site’s stakeholders might perceive this as overshadowing the site’s historical value and meaning. In some cases, interpretation based on media products will need to be kept to minimum and new interpretation methods based on historical or other narratives relevant to the site might need to be developed. Therefore enhancing income opportunities and enriching visitors experience whilst maintaining the integrity of the site should be made imperative for HVA management.

While this research was based at two UK-based HVAs, film-induced tourism is an international phenomenon that is increasingly forming part of the motivations for visitors to destinations. The very individual nature of HVAs means that the findings
are specific to these individual circumstances, although it should be noted that many of the challenges and aspects discussed will relate directly to a broad range of HVAs internationally.

With these complexities in mind, future research could explore the modes in which visitors’ preferences for particular types of interpretation, as well as for varied balance between historical and media related content at HVAs might be influenced by the type of the HVA in question and its context. Such studies would further current understanding of visitors’ engagement with heritage interpretation at HVAs popular among film tourists and, in turn, also contribute towards further improvements within HVA management practice.
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